
Enterprise Reporting Portal 
The Enterprise Reporting Portal provides consolidated 

web-based reporting and operational views of every 

transaction across your payments estate delivering 

unprecedented access to interact with batches and 

individual transactions.

• Interact with and edit pending batches and

settlement timing

• Review detailed information for every transaction

• Transfer transactions from one batch to another

• Manage large and small estates through

hierarchical reporting structure

• Void pending authorizations, refund transactions

and more

Real-Time Data 
At Your Fingertips

FreedomPay enables complete 
ecosystem visibility with robust 
business intelligence tools for 
real-time business management 
and analysis.

FreedomPay’s Enterprise Reporting and Device 

Management Portals provide simple access to detailed 

information for every transaction on every payment 

device throughout an enterprise. FreedomPay’s robust 

reporting tools deliver critical insights to drive greater 

operational efficiency, cost savings and provide a 360o 

customer view of purchases across channels, point-of-

sale systems and payment method.
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Visit www.FreedomPay.com to learn more or call (888) 588-9010 
or email sales@freedompay.com to speak to a sales representative.
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Changing The World Of Commerce
The FreedomPay platform was developed as a single 

platform to provide broad and deep solutions across 

industries, geographies and channels. By providing a 

platform for growth by addressing a particular need, we 

were able to expand functionalities across the entire 

breadth of the platform and enterprise ecosystem. This 

lifecycle of growth, innovation and adoption of platform 

capabilities allows enterprises to continually reap the 

rewards of an initial investment into the platform, with 

minimal reinvestment and operational overhead.

Device Management Portal 
FreedomPay’s Device Management Portal provides a 

web-based solution to manage and track payment 

device deployment and usage. FreedomPay’s solution 

for device management simplifies annual PCI 

compliance reporting and delivers real-time device 

performance reporting to help reduce costs and 

improve ROI. 

• Full estate hierarchy support

• Permissions-based device management

• Real-time heartbeat service

• Fully integrated, unified portal allowing simple

reporting, batch and device management

• Automated annual PCI compliance reporting


